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ABSTRACT

During the Dynamics of Madden–Julian Oscillation (DYNAMO) Experiment in 2011, airborne expendable conductivity–temperature–depth (AXCTD) probes and airborne expendable bathythermographs (AXBTs) were deployed using NOAA’s WP-3D Orion aircraft over the southern tropical Indian Ocean. From initial analysis of the AXCTD data, about 95% of profiles exhibit double mixed layer structures. The presence of a mixed layer from some of these profiles were erroneous and were introduced because of the AXCTD processing software not being able to correctly identify the starting point of the probe descent. This work reveals the impact of these errors in data processing and presents an objective method to remove such erroneous data from the profiles using spectrograms from raw audio files. Reconstructed AXCTD/AXBT profiles are compared with collocated shipborne conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) and expendable bathythermograph (XBT) profiles and are found to be in good agreement.

1. Introduction

For decades, airborne expendable bathythermographs (AXBTs) have been used extensively for sampling ocean temperature profiles for oceanic surveys and research (e.g., Bane and Sessions 1984; Dinegar Boyd 1987; Watts et al. 1989; Price et al. 1994; Rodríguez-Santana et al. 1999). Recently, airborne expendable conductivity–temperature–depth (AXCTD) probes were developed to obtain both temperature and salinity profiles (Chu and Fan 2001; Shay and Brewster 2010). These air-deployable expendable probes are easily deployable and relatively inexpensive. Their broad applications to the research and operation communities are hence not surprising.

AXCTD/AXBT probes measure the ocean temperature and salinity similarly to their shipborne counterparts, expendable conductivity–temperature–depths (XCTDs) and expendable bathythermographs (XBTs) (e.g.: Yabuki et al. 2006; Levitus et al. 2009; Stephenson et al. 2012). Airborne measurements provide several advantages over those made by XCTDs/XBTs. With the high mobility of an aircraft, AXBT/AXCTD can sample a relatively large area within a short time period, providing spatial variability of the upper ocean down to 1000-m depth with vertical resolutions of less than 1 m. They can be deployed over treacherous oceanic regions and under severe weather conditions like hurricanes, impassable for ships (e.g.: Uhlhorn and Shay 2012); measurements from these probes are made in undisturbed near-surface waters, which contrast with shipboard measurements. AXCTD/AXBT measurements, in conjunction with dropsonde data, can provide a three-dimensional depiction of atmospheric and oceanographic thermal structures and important variables in air–sea coupling at near-surface levels (Bane et al. 2004). Accurate measurements in the upper few meters of ocean are imperative for air–sea interaction applications.

Understanding air–sea interaction on the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) time scale is a major objective of the Dynamics of MJO (DYNAMO; October 2011–March 2012) conducted over the central tropical Indian Ocean (Yoneyama et al. 2013). During DYNAMO, 114 AXCTDs and 321 AXBTs were deployed in 12 research flights between 11 November and 13 December 2011 using NOAA’s WP-3D Orion aircraft (P-3) in the southern tropical Indian Ocean. The 12 flights of the P-3 during DYNAMO were made in three phases of the
MJO event over the southern tropical Indian Ocean in November 2011. The purposes of this research note are to document AXCTD/AXBT data quality issues and introduce a method to remove the depth biases in AXCTD profiles using spectrograms from the AXCTD probes’ raw audio files.

2. Data and methods

a. AXBT/AXCTD deployment

Deployment procedures of the AXCTD/AXBT probes during DYNAMO are briefly described in this section. During DYNAMO, the P-3 deployed AXBT/AXCTD probes from various altitudes. While AXCTD probes can be deployed only from the internal chute, the AXBT probes can be deployed internally and externally. Figure 1 summarizes the AXCTD/AXBT transmission, receiving, and data processing systems on the P-3. AXCTD/AXBT probes launched from the aircraft are slowed down with a small parachute to reduce the impact speed at the ocean surface. Upon impact, a small buoy inflates to host the radio transmitter. Seawater activates the battery and turns on the transmitter at three frequencies (channels 12, 14, and 16 at 170, 171.5, and 173 MHz, respectively). After establishing communication with the aircraft-based radio frequency (RF) receiver, the probe is released from its canister and descends through the water column. The probe sends measurements to its surface unit inside the buoy, connected by a thin copper wire, and the surface unit transmits data to the aircraft-based RF receiver. On the aircraft side, a Marantz PMD 560 recorder digitizes analog signals from the aircraft RF receiver into an audio (.wav) file onto a compact flash card. Simultaneously, a Sippican MK21 Oceanographic Data Acquisition System processes the data in real time using Sippican MK10a signal processing software. Raw profiles are displayed at the AXBT/AXCTD processing console in near–real time for initial data assessment. After initial data processing, an ASCII log file (.dta) is created for AXBT and AXCTD data.

b. Depth information and bias in expendable probes

Similar to the XBTs/XCTDs, the AXBT/AXCTD probes also do not carry pressure sensors; therefore, depth is estimated using a fall rate equation (FRE) from the time elapsed after the probe is released from the canister. Using FRE, depth \( d(t) \) at elapsed time \( t \) is calculated as

\[
d(t) = at + bt^2,
\]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are fall rate equation coefficients (FREC), provided by the manufacturer (Hanawa et al. 1995; DiNezio and Goni 2010; Hutchinson et al. 2013). Several studies have shown that, XBT/XCTD temperature measurements show a systematic increase of 0.1°–0.2°C
Later on, Gouretski and Koltermann (2007) discovered a time-varying positive temperature bias in the XBT database. Since the XBT data are the largest proportion of the dataset, this bias resulted in a significant increase in the global ocean heat content (GOHC) trend from the 1950s to the present (Gouretski and Koltermann 2007). XCTD measurements were also not free from the bias (Kizu et al. 2008; Boyer et al. 2011). The fall rate of expendable probes varies with water mass properties (Boyer et al. 2011; Thadathil et al. 2002), type of the probe (Kizu et al. 2008), and depth (Levitus et al. 2009), and there is evidence that the fall rate has changed over time (Cowley et al. 2013; DiNezio and Goni 2011; Gouretski 2012, Hamon et al. 2012; Levitus et al. 2009). By now it is well established that the temperature bias in the expendable probes arises from 1) depth bias caused by the under- or overcalculation of depth when using the manufacturer-provided FREC (Johnson 1995; Hanawa et al. 1995; Kizu et al. 2005, 2008, 2011; DiNezio and Goni 2010; Boyer et al. 2011; Hutchinson et al. 2013; Goes et al. 2013; Cowley et al. 2013; Cheng et al. 2014); and 2) pure temperature bias, independent of FREC originating from the thermistor errors or introduced by data acquisition system (Reseghetti et al. 2007; Gouretski and Reseghetti 2010; Cowley et al. 2013; Cheng et al. 2014). The depth bias can be separated from the pure temperature bias (DiNezio and Goni 2011; Gouretski and Reseghetti 2010). A widely accepted method to correct these biases is comparing the XBT/AXCTD profiles with the contemporaneous CTD profiles and modifying the manufacturer-provided FREC (Hanawa et al. 1995; Kizu et al. 2008, 2011; Gouretski and Reseghetti 2010; Cowley et al. 2013; Cheng et al. 2014). Recently, Cowley et al. (2013) and Cheng et al. (2014) characterized and separated out pure temperature bias from depth error using more than 4000 XBT–CTD side-by-side pairs and global XBT–CTD pairs. Their research has presented promising results to correct the historical XBT database.

Even with perfect FREC, depth bias occurs in AXCTD data due to the inaccurate detection of the start time of the probe descent, which is the issue to be discussed in this paper. The problem is related to the false detection of elapsed time before the probe is released from the surface unit. An objective method for postdeployment correction is described in this paper. In this study we use the Johnson (1995) proposed revised FREC \((a = 3.227\) and \(b = -2.17 \times 10^{-4}\)) to retrieve depth information.

3. Depth bias in AXCTD measurements

Initial examination of the DYNAMO data revealed about 95% of AXCTD profiles showing a distinctive two-layered structure in the upper ocean, especially in the salinity profile. Figure 2 gives an example of this two-layered structure using the original AXCTD temperature (red solid line) and salinity (blue solid line) profiles taken at 0714 UTC 26 November 2011 (at 0.30°N, 80.47°E). Here, the large vertical gradients in temperature and salinity at approximately 100 m identify the bottom of the mixed layer. However, there exists an apparent fresher water layer at the top down to 30.6 m below the surface. In this particular example, the temperature profile does not indicate similar layering in the top level, although many other profiles also have layering signature in temperature. The apparent upper mixed layer with less saline water varied between several meters to 35 m in depth, with the majority being around ~30 m. This top mixed layer was found to be an artifact of the processing software not being able to correctly detect the starting time of the probe descent. It is a result of starting the depth

![Fig. 2. Example of AXCTD temperature and salinity profiles with depth bias and profiles corrected for depth bias.](image-url)
calculation when the probe was actually sitting at the surface. Applying the values for $a$ and $b$ in Eq. (1), it can be estimated that a depth bias of 30.6 m corresponds to false detection of the starting time of descent by about 9.5 s.

Depth biases in the AXCTD profiles are a known issue to the AXCTD manufacturer, Lockheed Martin Sippican. A general practice is to manually remove the top layer based on visual inspection (G. Johnson, Lockheed Martin Sippican, 2012, personal communication). An independent system, the MK150 processing system by Tsurumi Seiki Company also failed to consistently correct the depth error. Such depth bias does not exist in the processed AXBT profiles.

This depth bias in the AXCTD measurements produces misleading results, especially when the ocean measurements come from a mixture of both AXBT and AXCTD probes. An important step in quality control of the AXCTD data is thus to remove the bias using an objective and consistent method, which is the focus of this work. In addition, since AXBT and AXCTD data are used together, a comparison of the temperature

**FIG. 3.** (a) Waveform and (b) spectrogram of audio signal having erroneous data corresponding to depth bias. (c) Spectrogram of audio signal after removing the erroneous signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of profiles (n)</th>
<th>Mean (m)</th>
<th>Median (m)</th>
<th>Std dev (m)</th>
<th>Min (m)</th>
<th>Max (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>30.13</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>38.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
measurements from both probes are given to identify any potential bias between the sensors.

4. Depth bias correction

This section describes a method to correct depth bias in the AXCTD measurements based on the spectrogram of AXCTD audio data. The signal transmitted to the airplane from the float has two components: one from the probe with the measured data and the other a “launch” tone at 7.5 kHz that is added by the electronics in the buoy and mixed with the probe signal prior to transmission to the airplane. The launch tone is used to indicate when the probe has been released from the float. This tone was designed to be detected by the MK21 signal processor, which communicates the information to the

FIG. 4. Comparison of AXCTD (a) temperature and (b) salinity profiles with collocated CTD measurements from R/V Revelle. (c) Scatterplot between collocated AXCTD temperature measurements with depth bias and AXBT temperature measurements. (d) As in (c), but for AXCTD temperature measurements corrected for depth bias.
MK10a software. The depth bias and the no-depth issues are related to MK21 detecting the launch tone too early or not detecting the tone at all. Based on our discussion with the manufacturer (G. Johnson, Lockheed Martin Sippican, 2013, personal communication), these issues can be alleviated by adjusting the launch tone signal strength in the MK21 processor setting and reprocessing the audio data. Instead of a trial and error manual process, we present an automated and objective method here using the spectrogram of the audio signal described below.

Figure 3a shows the first minute of raw audio data in wave form; Fig. 3b shows the corresponding spectrogram of the same data. For simplicity of discussion, regions A–C divide the signal into three segments. In region A, there are three sections of audio data separated by about 3 s without signal. Each section contains 2 s of synchronization frames followed by 4 s of calibration data, and all three sections have the same length. After the third replica of synchronized/calibrated frames (at 27 s), the sensor data were received. The beginning of region B can be identified in this manner. However, the probe descent does not start until the launch tone appears. The signal in region B is mistaken as part of the profile if the descending elapsed time started at the beginning of region B. This results in the apparent “well mixed layer” seen in the erroneous temperature and salinity profiles. In the example in Fig. 3b, region B starts immediately after the third synchronization and calibration signal and lasts about 9.5 s, which corresponds to the observed depth bias (30.6 m) in the temperature and salinity profiles. Region C corresponds to the actual temperature and salinity data signal during the descent. The spectrogram (Fig. 3b) clearly shows that the two signals are superimposed on each other, one is the temperature and salinity data at low frequencies and the other is the 7.5-kHz launch tone. This spectral characteristic is used to identify the end of region B. The erroneous region (B) is then removed from all AXCTD audio data. Figure 3c shows the spectrogram of the corrected audio signal. The average depth bias estimated using the spectrogram method was 30.1 ± 0.25 m. The statistics of the observed depth bias is given in Table 1. AXCTD data were reprocessed using the MK21 system with MK10a processing software to produce profiles corrected for depth bias. The dashed lines in Fig. 2 show corrected temperature (red) and salinity (blue) profiles.

5. Evaluation of depth-bias-corrected AXCTD data

The AXCTD depth-bias-corrected profiles were compared with collocated CTD casting made from the R/V Roger Revelle at 0712 UTC on the same day. Figure 4a shows the depth-bias-corrected AXCTD temperature profile (red curve) in better agreement with the CTD profile (black curve). Other depth-bias-corrected AXCTD temperature profiles taken within the ~3-h and ~50-km range of the CTD casting are consistent with the CTD measurements in terms of mixed layer structure. Figure 4b shows AXCTD salinity profiles, which also match well with the CTD profiles. AXBT measurements also show good agreement with R/V Revelle CTD temperature data (not shown).

For further evaluation of depth-bias-corrected temperature profiles, 20 AXCTD–AXBT pairs were analyzed. Each pair was within a time difference of 2 min from each other and separated by a distance of less than 70 km. Figure 4c shows the comparison of temperatures of AXCTDs with depth bias and corresponding collocated AXBTs. Temperatures between the surface and 300 m are only considered here for comparison. Data points lie scattered away from the 1:1 line, showing that AXCTD temperature profiles without depth correction are consistently higher than AXBT temperatures. Figure 4d shows the temperature scatterplot of AXCTD–AXBT pairs using the depth-bias-corrected AXCTD profiles.
Depth bias corrections removed the large scatter observed in Fig. 4c and data points fall close to the 1:1 line. Profiles of mean temperature difference between the AXCTD–AXBT pairs are shown in Fig. 5; shading represents one standard deviation. Temperature differences between AXCTD and AXBT peak around 100-m depth when using uncorrected depth-biased AXCTD profiles (red). Mean AXCTD–AXBT temperature differences are low at all depths after correcting for depth biases in AXCTD temperature profiles (blue). Depth bias correction reduced the total mean temperature bias considerably from 1.42 °C to 0.044 °C.

Depth biases in the AXCTD profiles can lead to the wrong interpretation of the observations. Figure 6a shows the vertical cross section of temperature from the AXBTs and uncorrected AXCTD profiles taken along the diagonal transect from Diego Garcia to R/V Revelle. Figure 6b shows the same temperature cross-section measurements using the depth-bias-corrected AXCTD profiles. Depth bias correction removed the erroneous wavy structures in the thermocline region, and the presence of the Seychelles–Chagos thermocline ridge (SCTR) in the southern Indian Ocean is clearly seen in the resultant figure. These results provide the confidence that the spectrogram method effectively removes the depth bias from the AXCTD profiles.

6. Summary

Accurate measurements in the upper few meters of the ocean are essential to estimate air–sea heat fluxes and ocean heat content. However, measurements from the air-deployable expendable bathythermograph probes, especially the AXCTD probes, may result in erroneous profiles because of data processing software not detecting the correct probe descend time for some launch tone strength settings. The work presented here provides an
objective and automated method to detect and correct the depth bias.

AXCTD and AXBT probes were deployed in the central tropical Indian Ocean during the Dynamics of Madden–Julian Oscillation (DYNAMO) field experiment to collect accurate high-resolution measurements of upper-ocean temperature and salinity. AXCTD profiles exhibited the presence of an artificial shallow mixed layer at the top of the water extending to as far as 35 m below the surface. Removing the depth bias in individual profiles manually was subject to inconsistencies and human errors. Here we used an alternative approach through the analysis of a spectrogram of audio files. This method objectively removed the section that causes errors in identifying the start of the launch tone in the data processing software. Quality and consistency of these measurements for climate studies.
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